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An embedded curve is presented which under numerical simu-

lation of the averaged mean curvature flow develops first a loss

of embeddedness and then a singularity where the curvature be-

comes infinite, all in finite time. This leads to the conjecture that

not all smooth embedded curves persist for all times under the

averaged mean curvature flow.

1. INTRODUCTIONWe describe numerical experiments in two space di-mensions for a well-established geometric evolutionlaw, the averaged mean curvature ow, also knownas the area-preserving mean curvature ow, or, inhigher dimensions, as the volume-preserving meancurvature ow. The key example presented in thispaper is an embedded curve that develops �rst a self-intersection and then a singularity of blowup typefor the curvature, all in �nite time.It had been generally believed that this type ofow will keep embedded curves smooth, so this ex-ample comes as a surprise. Of course, it has beenconjectured for quite some time that the averagedmean curvature ow can drive curves to a loss ofembeddedness; such a conjecture enters the litera-ture with [Gage 1986]. This has recently analyti-cally been proved to be correct [Mayer and Simon-ett 2000]. However, the general belief remained thatno essential singularity will occur, and has beenfounded on the behavior of the (nonaveraged) meancurvature ow. The pioneering work of Gage andHamilton [1986] and of Grayson [1987] showed thatthe (nonaveraged) mean curvature ow, if rescaledhomothetically to preserve the enclosed area, willevolve any embedded curve into a circle.Let �0 be a closed embedded curve in R 2. Theaveraged mean curvature ow is governed byV (t) = ���(t)� ��(t)�; �(0) = �0; (1–1)
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where ��(t) := j�(t)j�1 R�(t) �(t) d� denotes the aver-age of the curvature. Here � = f�(t) : t � 0g is afamily of smooth immersed orientable curves, V (t)denotes the velocity of � in the normal direction attime t, while �(t) stands for the curvature functionof �(t). The name mean curvature ow comes fromthe higher-dimensional model.The averaged mean curvature ow evolves curvesin such a way that the length decreases. Also, if � isembedded the ow preserves the area of the region
(t) enclosed by �(t) [Huisken 1987; Escher andSimonett 1998]; this explains the alternative nameof this ow, \area-preserving" mean curvature ow.Note that the evolution law (1{1) does not dependon the local choice of the orientation.The example studied here is similar to, but notidentical with, the one proposed in [Gage 1986],where it was suggested as an example which shouldexhibit a loss of embeddedness under the averagedmean curvature ow. A curve modeled on the oneproposed by Gage was also numerically investigatedin [Mayer and Simonett 2000], but the curve in thelatter paper remains regular due to a slight varia-tion of parameters as compared to the curve studiedhere. This will be explained in more detail below.The assumption of embeddedness constitutes thenovelty of this example. It is general mathematicalfolklore|based on numerical simulations|that forthe averaged mean curvature ow certain immersedcurves, such as a �gure-eight or a lima�con, will de-velop a singularity, even though no analytical proofis known. But all previously proposed singularity-producing immersed curves have a turning number

di�erent from one, while any curve arising from aninitially embedded curve must necessarily have aturning number equal to one. Also, this lack of an-alytical results is in contrast to the (nonaveraged)mean curvature ow, where Angenent gave detailedresults on the nature of the singularity that occursfor a lima�con [Angenent 1991].The numerical experiments have been performedusing two independent implementations of the av-eraged mean curvature ow. The �rst uses a nu-merical scheme developed by the author. It is basedon the gradient-ow structure of certain free bound-ary problems, of which the averaged mean curvatureow is the special case of the L20-gradient (the index0 stands for functions of zero average); see [Mayer2000]. The second implementation is the multi-model Surface Evolver developed by Brakke [1992],also based on a gradient approach.In closing of this introduction we formally statethe conjecture obtained from the numerical experi-ments.
Conjecture. There are smooth embedded curves in R 2which, under the averaged mean curvature ow , de-velop in �nite time a singularity where the curvaturebecomes in�nite.
2. THE EXPERIMENTS

2A. The ExampleThe images on these two pages are based on com-putations with the algorithm presented in [Mayer2000]. The time step for this semi-implicit method
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FIGURE 1. Left: the initial curve; the two parallel segments in the center of the curve are about 0.065 units apart.Right: close-up of the slit; the vertical scale has been magni�ed about 10 times more than the horizontal one.
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FIGURE 2. Left: the curve at time t = 0:4; the two parallel segments in the center of the initial curve have createdan overlap. Right: close-up of the overlap.
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FIGURE 3. Left: The curve at time t = 0:73; the center loop is fairly tight already. Right: close-up of the center.
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FIGURE 4. Left: The curve at time t = 0:746; the center appears to be already singular. Right: close-up of thecenter; the small loop will close down before the overlap has time to pull apart, and the curvature will blow up(become in�nite).
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was 10�7, with a lower spatial threshold of 10�4.The initial curve had about 1400 points. Every 100iteration steps a check was performed whether twoneighboring points on the curve were closer than thespatial threshold, and if so, then one of them wasremoved. Every 500 iteration steps each point wasreplaced with a point equidistant to the current twoclosest neighbors. The replacement point was cho-sen on a circular arc through the two neighbors, so asto preserve the numeric curvature. As already men-tioned, the computations were con�rmed with theEvolver [Brakke 1992], to minimize the chance thatthe results are a numerical uke of the particularalgorithm. Of course, the parameters at which thesingularity occurred were slightly di�erent with thedi�erent numerical methods, but the phenomenonoccurred just the same.One motivation for looking at this example wasthe work by Angenent [1991], in which the e�ect ofthe (nonaveraged) mean curvature ow on a lima�conis studied. The small loop of the lima�con is remi-niscent of the small loop occurring in the curve de-picted above. By the theorem of turning tangentsfor a simple closed curve � one has the formula
�� = 1L Z� � ds = 2�L ; (2–1)

where L is the length of �. It follows that if L isbounded from below and if � is big, then the nor-mal velocity V = ��+ �� ought to be dominated by� alone. This is roughly the case in the center ofthe curve, and so it ought to behave similarly to thelima�con. On the other hand we do not have quitethis scenario, because the curvature in the exam-ple has a sign change in the small loop, hence thecurvature is not big everywhere in the small loop.Angenent's lima�con example is convex and does nothave this sign change of the curvature.
2B. Variation of ParametersThe curve is made up of several clearly identi�ableparts: the straight pieces in the center, the straightpieces in the outside, the inner circle, the two semi-circles on the left, the outer semi-circle on the right,plus the necessary transitions to make the curvesmooth. The question arises, what happens if onechanges some of those parameters? In the next few

paragraphs, unless said otherwise, we change onlyone parameter at a time.
The length of the outer straight parts. The e�ect of chang-ing the length of the outer straight part is essentiallycoming through the change of the length L of thecurve, and hence of the average of the curvature.The overlap in the center occurs because the curva-ture there is initially zero, and adding the average ofthe curvature to the normal velocity creates the out-ward movement. Increasing the length L results inreducing ��|compare equation (2{1)|and there-fore reduces the force that causes the overlap. Theoverlap is after all what keeps the inner circle frompulling through the slit, hence a su�ciently largeincrease of L should cause an avoidance of the sin-gularity. (We do not call a loss of embeddedness asingularity.) This is the case. For example, is thelength of the outer straight parts increased by 1,then the curve stays regular. For comparison, theoriginal example above has outer straight parts oflength about 3.
The length of the inner straight parts. The e�ect of chang-ing the length of the inner straight part is essentiallycoming through the change of the size of the over-lap of the curve, and the reasoning is then analo-gous to the one in the previous paragraph. Hencea su�ciently big reduction of the length of the in-ner straight parts should cause an avoidance of thesingularity, and this is the case. For example, is thelength of the inner straight parts decreased by 14 ,then the curve stays regular. The original exampleabove has inner straight parts of length about 74 .
The radius of the inner circle. If the radius of the in-ner circle is increased, the inner circle will move inmore slowly and will give more time for the rest ofthe curve to follow its tendency to pull the overlapback apart. This e�ect does in fact occur. How-ever, increasing the inner radius does of course alsoincrease the length of the curve, and hence there isa coupling with the e�ect described two paragraphsabove. If one increases the radius from 1, which isthe radius of the example, to 54 , then the curve pullsback apart before the inner circle closes down, andthe curve stays regular. Is on the other hand the ra-dius of the inner circle reduced signi�cantly, then itwill close down before the overlap at all has time tooccur, and the evolution will pull the part coming
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from the inner circle through the slit, and no sin-gularity will occur. Numerically this happens whenthe inner radius is 14 , for example, but does not yethappen when the inner radius is 12 .
Other comments. It is quite obvious that one can ofcourse change the width of the slit directly and ob-tain similar e�ects to the ones described above. Theidea of the previous three sections was not to give anexhaustive list of parameter twiddling, but rather toshow that the behavior of the evolution is very sub-tle. As mentioned in the introduction, a curve sim-ilar to the example presented here was already nu-merically investigated in [Mayer and Simonett 2000].The curve there had an inner radius of 14 larger andouter straight parts that were about 15 shorter thanthe corresponding sizes of the example here. Thecombined e�ect on the length of the curve is suchthat the example here is shorter. As outlined in theprevious paragraphs both the change of the innerradius and the change of the length tend to removethe singularity, and they did. In fact, the author hadno idea at the time of writing of the former paperthat with a slight change of parameters a singularitycould be forced to occur.As of this writing the mathematical literature con-tains essentially two types of results about existenceof smooth solutions: short-term existence resultsfor arbitrary curves, and long-term existence resultsfor convex curves [Gage 1986; Huisken 1987; Es-cher and Simonett 1998]. Escher and Simonett alsoshow that if the embedded initial curve is close toa circle but not necessarily convex, existence is stillguaranteed for all time, and the curve will approachsome (possibly other) circle. According to our con-jecture, in contrast, we do not expect that one canshow long-term existence for all embedded smooth

initial curves, and it is at this stage far from clearwhich initial curves enjoy a long-term future underthe averaged mean curvature ow.
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